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he ocean is crashing up on
rocks, splashing onto shores,
and lapping up against beaches all around the world. Its waters
can be shallow enough to wade
in or miles deep. And its temperature ranges from bathwater warm
to freezing cold.
What we think of as the ocean
is actually five different oceans:
the Pacific, Atlantic, Indian, Arctic,
and Southern. But they make up
one big body of water. If you put
your finger on a globe, you could
make it “swim” through all five
oceans without ever lifting it.
Today, the ocean covers nearly
three-quarters of the Earth. But
when the Earth formed, about 4.5
billion years ago, it had no ocean
at all. No one knows for sure how
the ocean came to be. But scientists have different ideas. One idea
is that water in the form of a gas,
called vapor, turned to liquid and
fell as rain, eventually filling the
ocean. Another idea is that

water-filled comets and asteroids
kept smashing into the Earth.
After millions of years, the water
from them filled the ocean.
There’s something else the
ocean is full of: salt. If all the salt
were taken out of the ocean and
spread across the land, it would
form a layer as high as a 40-story
building. That’s a whole lot of
salt! But how did it get there?
Most of the salt in the ocean
comes from the land. Rivers and
streams wash away tiny amounts
of salt from rocks and soil. This
salt flows into the ocean. Also,
water is always evaporating
(turning to gas and rising into
the air) from the ocean surface,
leaving the salt behind. Millions
of years of these things happening have resulted in today’s
super-salty ocean.
But the ocean is more than
just water and salt. What else
is it full of? Turn the page
to see.
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Zones
of Life
The ocean is full of life, from huge
whales to tiny creatures too small
to see without a microscope. Different kinds of creatures are found
in different zones of the ocean:

tiger shark

THE SUNLIT ZONE
(surface to 330 feet)
This is the brightest and warmest
of the zones. Plants and algae (ALjee) can grow here, and it is home
to a huge variety of animals. It’s
the shallowest of the zones but is
more crowded with creatures than
the other zones.

mahi-mahi

THE TWILIGHT ZONE
(330 feet to 3,300 feet)
Things get dimmer and colder as
the water gets deeper. Plants and
algae can’t survive here, and the
animals in this zone are specially
adapted to living in darkness. Many
have big eyes to help them see.
And some are bioluminescent (BYoh-loo-min-ES-ent), which means
they can make light with their
bodies. They may use the light to
attract prey or send signals to mates.

lantern shark

giant squid

THE MIDNIGHT ZONE
(3,300 feet to 36,000 feet)
Brrrr, you wouldn’t want to visit the
midnight zone. The temperatures
are close to freezing, and the
water is pitch-black! Food is scarce
and fewer animals live here.
Ninety percent of the water in the
ocean is in this zone.
angler fish
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ART BY UKO GORTER

common dolphin
lionfish
ocean sunfish

green sea turtle
reef butterflyfish
humpback whale

sperm whale
hatchet fish

comb jelly

black swallower

vampire squid
giant tube worms
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Thned F loor
Grou
FLAT AS A PANCAKE?
Which is flatter, this ray or the ocean floor? You
might think both are fairly flat. But actually, a ray is
much flatter than the bottom of the ocean. Though
the ocean floor near the shoreline is mostly flat, it
eventually drops off steeply. And if the water were
all drained away, you’d see that the bottom has
the same features that are on land—mountains,
valleys, cliffs, and deep canyons (see diagram at
bottom of page).

AT THE BOTTOM OF IT ALL
the ocean floor
The shallowest part oftal shelf, which
en
is called the contin eath the edge
is like a ledge undernepest places
of the ocean. The de nches. One
are canyons called treTrench, is so
of these, the Marianaest sat at the
deep that, if Mt. Ever still be more
bottom, there would ove its peak!
than a mile of water ab
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continental shelf

DEEPER THAN DEEP
For a long time, scientists thought
no life could survive in the deepest
parts of the ocean. But then they
discovered that vents, or cracks,
in the ocean floor were home to
hundreds of species, including
special clams, shrimp, crabs, and
the red tube worms and eelpout
fish shown here. Water heated
deep in the Earth rises through
the vents and gives the animals
a warm place to live.

A PILE-UP OF POLYPS
A coral reef is like a big neighborhood of
many kinds of creatures. Reefs can be
miles long, but they are built by animals
only about the size of peas! Each of
these animals, called coral polyps
(PAH-lups) (see circle), builds a
hard, stony cup to live in on the
ocean floor. When the polyps
die, the cups remain. Other
polyps build more cups on top
of those. After thousands of
years of this, a reef forms. The
biggest coral reef is longer than
70 million football fields! For more
on coral reefs, see pages 18–23.

TALK ABOUT PRESSURE!
island
trench

The deeper you go into the ocean,
the more water there is above,
pressing down on you. On parts
of the ocean floor, this water
pressure would feel like the
weight of an elephant standing
on your big toe—except that
you’d feel that much pressure
everywhere against your body!
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BIGGEST
The blue whale is the most gigantic
animal in the ocean—and in the
world! Everything about this whale
is big: its body (as long as three
school buses), its appetite (it
eats millions of shrimplike krill a day), and
even its tongue
(as heavy as a
small car)!

WATCH IT SWIM
AND DIVE!
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STICKIEST
A remora is a fish that hitches
a ride on bigger fish, such as
sharks. It has a special suction disk on top of its head
that lets it stick to a shark
to get a free ride. When the
shark eats a meal, the remora
and its buddies get to nibble
the scraps, as
the ones here
will do.

PRICKLIEST
Those scary-looking spikes on the
crown-of-thorns sea star are more
than just sharp—they’re filled with
poisonous venom. But the venom
isn’t the scariest thing about these
sea stars. They can cause big
problems on a coral reef. Crown-ofthorns sea stars feed on coral. Normally that would be OK—everyone
needs to eat, right? But sometimes
these sea stars increase in numbers. When that happens, there are
so many of them that they can kill
enough coral to destroy big parts
of a coral reef.

TRICKIEST
Instead of looking like a fish,
the frogfish looks more like a
colorful sponge. But that’s
not the only way it’s tricky.
Sticking out of the frogfish’s face is a “fishing
rod” with a wiggly lure at
the end. When a curious fish comes near the
lure—GULP!—the hungry frogfish snaps it up in
less than a second.
11

People
and the
Ocean
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LOTS TO LEARN
People have always been fascinated by the ocean. They swim,
snorkel, and dive in it to explore
its beauty and learn about its
amazing creatures.
But the ocean is also a place
of mystery. Its waters have been
explored only to a depth equal
to the height of the Washington
Monument. And only about
one percent of the ocean floor
has been seen. Altogether,
that’s about five percent of the
entire ocean—just a drop in
the ocean bucket! The other 95
percent has never been seen by
humans. And while we know
about 233,080 ocean species,
scientists believe there may be
more than a million in all.

OCEAN 911

OCEAN DRUG STORE
Imagine a doctor telling a sick person, “Take
two slugs and call me in the morning.” That
wouldn’t really happen, but scientists are
making medicines by copying chemicals
found in sea slugs, sponges, and other
ocean creatures. The medicines are
used to treat cancer and other diseases.
And chemicals found in the blood of
horseshoe crabs like these can be be used
to detect bacteria that make people sick. So
someday a sea animal may help save your life!

As you’re reading this,
hundreds of millions of
tons of plastic are floating through the ocean.
Fishing nets, plastic bags,
and other plastic trash
take a very long time to
break down. Sea animals can get tangled
in it or die from eating it. But that’s just
one problem people
have caused for the
ocean. Oil spills
sicken or kill many
kinds of wildlife, such
as this oil-covered
penguin. Overfishing
has led to some species of
fish becoming endangered.
And climate change is harming coral and other ocean
creatures.

INTO THE DEPTHS
The ocean is not an easy place
to explore. Most of it is dark and
cold and deep. And it’s just SO
BIG! But the invention of mini
research submarines made it
possible for scientists to dive to
and study the deeper parts of
the ocean. Today, people can
even pay to take undersea tours
in subs like the one shown here
to experience the ocean up
close and personal!
Now that you’ve had your own
tour of the ocean, you can see
what a very special place it is! =
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What’s Your
by Kathy Kranking

1
The stargazer buries
itself in the sand to . . .
a. fool prey into coming close to its
wiggling tongue.
b. sleep, keeping its mouth open
and tongue out so it can breathe.
c. hibernate.
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Christmas tree
worms are . . .
a. the world’s tiniest trees.
b. animals that live on a
coral reef.
c. Christmas ornaments
for fish.

2

3
This sea angel uses its
“wings” to . . .
a. swim.
b. breathe.
c. fl
 y around doing
good deeds.
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A mudskipper is a . . .
a. lizard that lives in
the water.
b. fish that can breathe air.
c. type of tadpole.
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5
The red-lipped
batfish . . .
a. wears lipstick.
b. has feet.
c. c an walk on its
feet-like fins.
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The yeti crab has
unusual eating
habits. It eats . . .
a. its young.
b. the hairs on its
arms.
 acteria that grow
c. b
on the hairs on
its arms.

How did
you do?

Rate Yourself
The dumbo octopus
...
a. h
 as big ears that
give it excellent
hearing.
b. h
 as fins that look
like ears.
c. is the star of a
movie.

4–5: You did swimmingly.
2–3: You’re still afloat.
0–1: You’re in way over your head.
But don’t worry—now that you’ve
checked the answers, you’re an
ocean know-it-all!
ANSWERS: 1-a, 2-b, 3-a, 4-b, 5-c, 6-c, 7-c, 8-b

8

6–8 correct: You have a DEEP
knowledge of ocean animals.

CORAL
CONDOS
by Les Kaufman
photos by Tim Laman

Everybody needs
a place to live. And
a coral reef is home
to a crowd!
If you visit a tropical
beach, you might see
high-rise buildings called condominiums lining the shore.
Every room on every floor is
home to someone who has
come to enjoy the sun, sand,
and waves. But just offshore
are even busier “condos”:
coral reefs.
These condos are built from
the skeletons of corals. Each
coral animal, called a polyp
(PAH-lup), is tiny (far right).
But the polyps stick together

18

in colonies, with new polyps
living on the skeletons of
older ones. After a few thousand years, the corals form a
giant reef.
Covering the reef is a layer
of other stay-put sea creatures, including soft corals,
feather stars, sponges, and
sea squirts. Meanwhile, the

Watch it!

spaces between them make
“rooms” for huge numbers
of fish and other animals.
But there still aren’t
enough places for everyone that wants to live
here. So finding a home
in the coral condo isn’t
easy. You have to be
patient—or pushy.
MARTY SNYDERMAN
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BEFORE
Above, the coral condo is alive with reef residents.
But when hungry jack fish come cruising around,
the scene changes in a flash (below).
One glimpse of these scary predators
and almost all the little fish
vanish into hiding.
jack fish

AFTER
20

OUT TO EAT
Even if you’re lucky enough to
have a home in a coral condo,
you may still have to leave it
to find food. There are lots of
places to grab a bite to eat.
But unless you’re a really big
fish, you just might be the one
grabbed. Three tricks work
well to stay safe.
1. You can keep close to
shelter and dive out of sight
if trouble looms. Who pulls
off this stunt? Mostly fish that
stay near the reef eating tiny
drifting plants and animals
called plankton.
2. You can become invisible
by pretending to be a piece of
“furniture.” Some fish, such
as blennies and frogfish, are
masters of camouflage. They
keep still and blend in, thanks
to colors that match what’s
around them.
3. You can stick out like a
sore thumb. But that works
only if you’re dangerous—or
useful—so others won’t eat
you. Some reef residents, for
example, use bright colors as
a warning that they’re poison
ous. Others—such as certain
small, colorful fish and shrimp
—have easy-to-see patterns to
advertise a service. Bigger fish
line up at “cleaning stations”
to get their teeth and skin
cleaned. The little fish and
shrimp swim right up to the
big fish—and even into their
open mouths—looking for
tiny pests to eat!

The fire shrimp above runs a
“cleaning station,” gobbling
up pests from the skin and
teeth of this moray eel and
other fish. Being helpful
keeps the shrimp safe from
getting gobbled
up itself.

GARY BELL/BLUE PLANET ARCHIVE

The colors on the venomous
blue-ringed octopus below
are more than just pretty.
They’re a warning that says,
“Watch out! My bite
is deadly!”
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Many residents at
a coral condo have
colors, patterns, or
textures that match the
reef. This helps them
stay safe. The warty
wallflower at left is a
tiny reef crab that looks
like just another lump
of coral. Its neighbor,
a longnose hawkfish
(right), blends in with
its soft coral abode.

No home stays empty for
long! At left, a fish called
a blenny has taken over
the tube where a sea
worm once lived. Above,
three moray eels have to
get cozy to share a hole in
the reef.
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Below, a blenny and a
hermit crab peek out of
neighboring “windows.”
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BLEACHED OUT
Did you know that corals have
“roommates”? Microscopic
plant-like algae (AL-jee) live
inside the corals’ bodies. The
algae make food that they and
the corals eat. They also give
the corals their bright colors.
But when ocean temperatures rise because of climate
change, the corals get stressed
out and get rid of the algae.

This causes them
to turn white
(right). Without
food from the
algae, the corals
become weak
and often die.
Scientists are
working on ways
to help coral
reefs survive. =
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ACROSS
1 Sea snail with a big
spiral shell.*
3 A tiny sea creature
related to crayfish
and lobsters.
6 A fish that often lives
in holes in coral
reefs.*
7 Groups of dolphins
are called ______.
(choose from pods,
laps, nags, beds)
8 The ocean isn’t dry; it
is ______.
9 RIDDLE: What is a
fish awarded when it
graduates from
school?
11 Ocean reptiles
with shells: sea
______.
15 Look at this fish, and
you’ll want to say
“giddyup!”:
sea______.*
16 Animal with a
tube-shaped body
and stinging
tentacles.*
17 Fish that often rests
in coral-reef caves:
______ shark.*
18 Animal with a round
body and long,
prickly spines: sea
_______.*
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Drifting Letters
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U R ___
E
T L ___
1. T ___
7. C ___ A ___

DOWN
1 Colorful fish named
after a funny person
in a circus.*
2 RIDDLE: What do
angelfish say to each
other when they
meet?
3 RIDDLE: What did
the tooth fairy put
under the pillow of a
shark that lost a
tooth?
4 Flat fish with a
stinging tail:
sting______.*
5 RIDDLE: What do
young fish learn in
school?
7 You can use a fishing
______ to catch fish.
10 Animal with five long,
thin, bristly arms:
brittle ______.*
12 Big coral ______ form
close to shore in
warm ocean waters
around the world.
13 An undersea diver
may catch fish with a
______gun.
14 Large body of salt STINGRAY
water.

CONCH

SEA URCHIN

2. D ___ L ___ H ___ N

8. S ___ U ___ D

3. S ___ A ___ K

9. O ___ T ___ P ___ S

4. S ___ A ___ O ___ S ___

10. O ___ S ___ E ___

5. S ___ A ___
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12. J ___ L ___ Y ___ I ___ H
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They’re not faster than
a speeding bullet. And
they could never leap
tall buildings in a single
bound. Yet all the
living things you see
here are superheroes,
just the same.

WATCH IT!

Welcome to the world of
plankton. Plankton are tiny
living things that drift in the
ocean. (Some kinds of plankton
also live in freshwater.) Many
are so small that you can’t see
them without a microscope.
The ones in the photo at left
are shown 50 times their actual
size. But even though plankton
are tiny, they’re some of the
most important living things
in the world. To the creatures
whose lives depend on them,
though, they’re just dinner!
There are two kinds of
plankton: phytoplankton
(FYE-toh-plank-tun), which
are plants or plant-like things,
and zooplankton (ZOH-uhplank-tun), which are tiny
animals. As zooplankton drift
along, they eat phytoplankton and also other zooplankton. But then bigger animals
eat them. Some animals
feed directly on plankton;
others eat animals that eat
plankton. But either way, all
ocean creatures—from tiny
corals to gigantic whales—
need plankton to survive.
So let’s hear it for plankton:
the superheroes of the sea!
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WHO’S ON
THE MENU?

TRICKY TREAT

The glass octopus
larva has a tricky
trick. Most octopuses
stay safe by changing
color to match their
surroundings. That
makes it harder for
predators to see them.
But the glass octopus
hides from predators
by being almost seethrough. And that’s
how it got its name!

All the plankton drifting along
in the ocean make up a living “soup” for animals to eat.
Some kinds of plankton spend
their entire lives as drifters.
But many others drift for only
part of their lives. Those are
the larvas, or young, of crabs,
sea stars, shrimp, sponges,
and other creatures.
Now it’s time to eat—er,
meet some plankton!

MAIN MUNCHIE
YUMMY WORM

This fuzzy-looking
burrowing worm larva looks
more like a stuffed animal than
a worm! When it’s grown, it will
settle on the ocean bottom,
where it will burrow through
the sand searching for tiny
creatures to eat.
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Copepods (KOH-puhpahdz) are a major
menu item for lots of
creatures. Any mouthful
of plankton probably
contains more copepods
than anything else—
there may be more of
them on Earth than any
other kind of animal!
This copepod is a female
carrying two blue egg
cases—full of eggs that
will soon hatch into even
more copepods!

GLASS HOUSES

Diatoms are some of the
most beautiful kinds of plankton.
They have delicate shells made of
a mineral called silica. People use
silica to make glass. So it’s kind
of like a diatom lives in a glass
“house.” Many creatures feed
on diatoms. They’re one of
the most common types of
phytoplankton. A bucket of
sea water may contain
millions of them!

CRUNCHY CRAB

This deep-sea crab larva looks
more like a spider than a crab now.
As crabs grow, they change form
a number of times by molting, or
shedding their shells. When the
time is right, this one will settle
to the bottom and change one
more time, becoming—and looking
like—an adult crab.

MIGHTY
MINIS

Shrimp-like krill are found
in all the world’s oceans. They’re
only about the size of your pinky. But
they are huge in importance. Hundreds
of animals, from fish to squid to penguins to seals to whales, depend on
krill to survive. Krill sometimes gather
by the tens of thousands to form
gigantic swarms. Some swarms
are big enough to be seen
from space!
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ANSWERS: 1-D (SEA URCHIN), 2-C (SEA STAR), 3-B (BRITTLE STAR), 4-A (BARNACLE)
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WHO’S WHO IN THIS PLANKTON ZOO?
Animals that are plankton when they’re young can look very different when they’re grown.
See if you can match the “baby pictures” on the left with the photos of the adults on the right.

A

B
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Have you ever found a
sneaker in the sand? Or
a plastic duck in the surf?
Beach trash reveals secrets
about ocean motion—and
this man can tell you why.

Curt Ebbesmeyer is an ocean
ographer (oh-shun-AH-gruh-fur),
a scientist who studies the ocean.
He is especially interested in the
fast-moving “rivers” of seawater called surface currents. Most
people who study these currents
use expensive, high-tech floats
that they track by satellite. But
Curt has a simpler approach: He
tracks trash.
You wouldn’t believe some of
the wacky things Curt uses in his
studies: sneakers, bathtub toys,
soccer balls, hockey gloves, flipflops, computer monitors, and
even bags of tortilla chips! Where
does he get this stuff? The items
spill from cargo ships as
they cross the ocean.
If they float, Curt
can use them to
learn about surface
currents.
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SECRETS OF TRASH
Curt began tracking trash in
1990, after a big storm struck the
Pacific Ocean. During the storm,
a cargo ship was crossing from
South Korea to the west coast of
the United States. Huge waves
washed several containers of
Nike sneakers off the ship’s deck.

Cargo ships cross the ocean with
containers of goods stacked on
their decks. Big storm waves can
wash some containers overboard
and dump whatever is inside.
Curt Ebbesmeyer tracked spills
of each object below to learn
more about ocean currents.

Each container was the size of a
semi-trailer. When the containers split open, 60,000 sneakers
spilled into the sea. Curt realized that this flotilla of footwear
could be very useful.
“I wandered along the coast
near Seattle, Washington, and
asked anyone I saw about the
sneakers,” he says. “Soon, beachcombers started to call me with
news of their finds.”
With help from these beachcombers, Curt located more
than 1,300 of the sneakers. A
few had floated to the Hawaiian
Islands—and were still wearable when they got there! Most
washed ashore along the west

coast of North America.
For each shoe, Curt wrote
down two important details:
when and where it was found.
Why? He knew the exact date
and location of the sneaker spill.
So, if he knew when and where
the shoes came ashore, he’d
learn a lot about the surface
currents that carried them. He
could estimate the speeds of the
currents and the directions in
which they flow.
Curt follows these same steps
each time he hears of a new
spill. Then, the information he
collects gets plugged into a
computer to create a picture of

hockey gloves
Pacific Ocean

bathtub toys
Pacific Ocean
LEGO pieces
Atlantic Ocean
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the ocean currents (see page
34). The more information Curt
adds, the better this computer
program can predict the motion of real currents. And that’s
important, because scientists
all over the world use the program. It helps them do many
things: understand storms and
climate, study the migration of
sea animals, track oil spills and
other pollution, and even find
lost ships.

hiking boots
Pacific Ocean

TRASH IS . . . TRASH
Curt has figured out a good
use for cargo spills. But he points
out that the trash is very bad for
the ocean environment. Most of
it is plastic, which can drift for
years and years without sinking.
Birds, turtles, and other animals
can mistake the trash for
food or get tangled in it.

Plastic doesn’t biodegrade as,
say, an apple core would. But
over time, it does break down
into smaller and smaller bits.
And even then, it causes big
problems.
“The plastic degrades into
dust,” says Curt. “Sea animals
eat it, seeing it as tiny plant and
animal life called plankton.” That
can make them sick.

sneakers
Pacific Ocean

Doritos bags
Atlantic Ocean
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Some ocean trash stays in the ocean, but
a lot washes ashore (right). In either place,
it causes problems for wildlife such as the
gannet above.

SEA DUMP
As oceanographers learn
more about ocean currents, they
can predict where trash will end
up. In the North Pacific Ocean,
the currents swirl around in a
big circle, called a gyre (JYER).
CLEANING UP
Trapped inside that gyre is an
It turns out that only a small
enormous area known as the
amount of the trash clogging
“Great Pacific Garbage Patch.”
our oceans falls off ships. Most
(See map.) It’s made up of plastic
trash that spreads from
the surface to the floor
RUSSIA
Alaska
of the ocean.
Cleaning up this
huge mess seems
impossible, though
PACIFIC OCEAN
some people are trying.
To keep things from
getting worse, the
North Pacific Gyre
problem must be
tackled from shore.

starts out on land. For instance,
plastic bags and water bottles
on a sidewalk wash into storm
drains when it rains. The drains
empty into rivers, which then
carry the litter to
the sea. The wind
CANADA
carries more trash
from garbage
UNITED
trucks and landSTATES
fills into rivers and
oceans.
The good news
is that —even if

Great Pacific Garbage Patch
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you don’t live near a beach—
you and your family can be
part of the solution. The first
step, of course, is to recycle
and be careful to never litter.
Even more important is to find
ways to use less plastic in the
first place.
Another way to help is to
join the International Coastal
Cleanup. Every September, kids
and adults around the world
take part in this beach cleanup
event, picking up trash and
recording each item they
HANS GLADER/BIA/MINDEN PICTURES (34TL); GARY BELL/
OCEANWIDE/MINDEN PICTURES (34-35T)

collect. You’ll be cleaning
up the ocean and helping
people learn more about it
at the same time!

Rangers: For more about the
International Coastal Cleanup, have
an adult visit coastalcleanup.org.
—R.R.
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DriingLe ers-TURTLE-DOLPHIN
-SHARK -SEAHORSE -SEAL
-WHALE-CRAB-SQUID
-OCTOPUS-OYSTER-SHRIMP
-JELLYFISH﹕TURKEYFISH
FishQuiz:
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This fish is made of some
surprising things. Find
out more on page 2.
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